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Teen 101- Target Audience 

• Effective prevention: must be accessible to teens privately 
(view on their own time), targeted towards teens, be 
where they are, and be of interest. 

• Deliver a message that is useful: fear does not work with 
teens unless the message is individually targeted (shows 
outcomes to be detrimental to life goals). 

• Must be in their language: adult language/logic does not 
work “Just Say NO to Drugs” did not work!  
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Teen Development 
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Imaginary audience: developmental cognitive state whereby the teen believes 
that he/she has a constant scrutinizing audience (Elkind, 1967). 
 
Personal fable: developmental cognitive state whereby the teen believes that no 
one has ever experienced the same feelings/events as he/she has (Elkind, 1967). 
 
Identity vs Role Confusion: developmental cognitive process of creating self-
identity by comparing it to family/friends/peer view of identity (Erikson, 1968). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These three concepts describe the perceptual landmine of adolescence. As teens enter an egotistical perceptual state, their sense of self becomes very important. To form a solid understanding of self (for the moment), teens enter an egotistical state that holds them in a self-absorbed state. During this period, they compare the identity that their family gave them (e.g. responsible, smart, good son) with the one that they perceive their friends of them (e.g. cool guy, stud, risk taker). Ultimately, many “try on” different identities before locking into one that will be used as the basis for developing independence. According to Erikson’s theory of psychosocial development, adolescents who understand and accept an identity will be able to move forward in their development. Those who have strong identities developed already often do not change them during this stage, but merely confirm them. Those who have a weaker understanding of self or whose perceptions of family vs peer identity is very different, tend to explore other identities making them susceptible to “experimentation” behaviors. 



               Self-Identity  

1. Find “cool” behaviors: social media, in person, media. 

2. Engage mirror neurons around “cool or interesting 
behaviors” 

3. Imitate behaviors to determine “fit” 

4. Assess outcomes/feedback 

5. Repeat or move on 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain how the tools of teens have changed. Used to be books, TV shows, and movies have been replaced by the development of virtual selves (through social media). Think about how teen movies used to be popular– there are none today (at least to the same scale of popularity). The only popular ones were the vampire movies of a few years ago. These did not focus on relationships in the same way that past movies did (there is still a fantasy-power aspect to the vampire tales). 



Self-Identity: Brain Assist 

Mirror neurons: these specialized neurons activate in the 
presence of interesting/novel behaviors. Observation of a 
behavior automatically stimulates brain activity to imitate 
behaviors (even if the behavior is not imitated, the brain 
thinks that it is).  
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Virtual vs Real Life 
Teen brains are primed to live in a virtual world (fewer “real” 
responsibilities and consequences). 

Adult brain are primed to live in a “real world” (increased 
responsibilities and consequences). 

Social Media: virtual/perceptual experience that can capture teens 
attention 
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Coffee, Tea, or… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many of you drank coffee or tea this morning?  Why did you drink it? How did you begin your morning “habit”? Play coffee commercial video mix… After the video, ask them to identify the differences between the two commercials… how are teens being targeted?



Initiation- Ritual- Habit- Addiction 

Imitation is the highest form of compliment or…is it? 

Desire to become an adult 

Mirror neurons search for novel behaviors 

Patterns of new behaviors become habit 

Body/brain adapt to the introduction of new substance 
(caffeine, nicotine, marijuana)  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most teens want to be like adults and so, during early teen years keenly watch movies, TV, and adult role models for their habits. Teens begin with coffee, tea, cigarettes, and ecigarettes… 



Vaping…ECigs…Tricks…Danger? 
Cloud chasing: vaping competitions around the country (e.g. vapor 
stores).  

Vape tricks: there is appeal to younger teens for vaping “cool 
factor” and “not nicotine” (many preparations have more nicotine) 

Social network devoted to vaping: VapeTV, VapersPlace.com, and 
other social sites where vaping tips are shared.  
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Warning: Take Only As Directed 
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Case Study: Pill Addiction 
 
Imitation + Availability + Social Acceptance = Experimentation  

 

According to NIDA (2011), 52 million Americans (over the age of 
12) have used prescription drugs for nonmedical purposes.  

Conditioned Behavior: Pills solve problems quickly. They are 
readily available from friend or relative. Already use caffeine, 
aspirin, nicotine, marijuana, or alcohol.  
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Internet: Find What You Need?! 

Websites such as Erowid (erowid.org) provide pro-drug use 
information. Users share information about their experiences, where 
to purchase a drug, and how to use the drug. 

 

Use of social media sites to encourage use and to teach each other 
how to use drugs. Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and other sites 
encourage use.  
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Trends: Social Media Use 
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Anatomy : Message 

1. Tumblr/Instagram: visual messages, short text 
2. Create a message and use visual imagery and    
     music.  
3. Make it trendy (Glee-like quality of Warning makes it appealing    
     to younger teens) 
4. Demonstrate outcomes (if you do this… then, this) using teen role      
     models/actors 
5. Make it cool to follow the message  
6. Create ways to share message quickly via social media 
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Case Study: Truth 

1998: FL Drug Control center instituted a counter-marketing 
campaign designed to demonstrate outcomes of smoking. The 
messages were targeted to teens and young adults.  

     According to studies (Niederdeppe, Farrelly, & Haviland, 2004), 
teens in Florida demonstrated increased awareness of the Truth 
campaign, beliefs that the tobacco industry was targeting them as 
consumers, and lower smoking rates by 2002.  
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Truth Anti-Smoking Campaign 
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Deliver The Message 
Truth campaign: Twitter, Facebook, flashmobs, YouTube, 
Instagram, and Tumblr to share videos and messages.  

 

Teens share them on their sites which increases exposure.  

 

Teens do not like the idea that someone manipulated their behaviors! 
This is a key message. 
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Thank You! 
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For more information contact  Beth Donnellan, Department of 
Psychology, Addictions, Kaplan University            
edonnellan@kaplan.edu  
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